Mucinous borderline and malignant tumors of the ovary. A clinicopathologic and DNA ploidy study of 92 cases.
The morphologic spectrum of ovarian mucinous tumors is well known, but the features that predict aggressive behavior are still controversial. Ninety-two cases of primary ovarian mucinous tumors with atypical epithelial proliferation and/or stromal invasion were analyzed histologically and by DNA flow cytometry, and the results were correlated with clinical findings. The authors reviewed 57 intestinal mucinous borderline tumors (IMBT), 3 endocervical-like mucinous borderline tumors (EMBT), 21 noninvasive mucinous carcinomas (NIMC), and 11 invasive mucinous carcinomas (IMC). The 5-year survival rate for Stage I tumors was: IMBT 100%, EMBT 100%, NIMC 94% and IMC 60%. The 5-year survival of Stage II-IV tumors was: IMBT 50%, NIMC 33% and IMC 0%. Forty-four IMBTs were diploid, and 4 were aneuploid. All six high stage IMBTs were diploid. Two EMBTs were diploid, and one was aneuploid. There were seven diploid, four polyploid, and six aneuploid NIMCs. Two of the three lethal NIMCs were aneuploid. Four IMCs were diploid, and four were aneuploid. Of these, only the diploid Stage I IMCs were nonlethal. All NIMCs that recurred or presented with metastases had been sampled inadequately. High stage tumors with pseudomyxoma peritonei (PP)-type lesions often were associated with pseudomyxoma ovarii of the cellular type. Mucinous tumors with stromal invasion or presenting with PP had a definite malignant behavior. All other atypical mucinous tumors, when confined to the ovary and optimally sampled, had an excellent prognosis. DNA ploidy analysis may prove useful in determining the risk of progression, especially in Stage I IMCs.